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The following article by Adrienne Allen is hopefully the
start of a series on this subject. As Adrienne states, there
is some general information available in books and on
the internet on lrinirture books, but finding instructions
and hints on binding and construction is another motter.

The NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders has been giving
demonstrations at the Royal Easter Show for the last few
years. Wanting something to demonstrate without having
to carry a heavy load, I decided to make some small
books to display and make at the show. I used the
Internet and found descriptions and rules such as

'Miniature books are less than three inches in any
dimension'. I found images and the web page of The
Miniature Book Society (http://www.mbs.org/). What I
did not find was much information about the making of
miniature books, although they have been made for
hundreds of years and used for travelling libraries,
diaries, almanacs, books of hours, prayer books and
novelties.

A famous collection is associated with Queen Mary's
Dolls' House. Well known writers wrote special books
which were written and bound in scale size by Sangorski
& Sutcliffe. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle contributed the
short story How LVatson Learned the Trick. Other authors
were J. M. Barrie, Thomas Hardy, Rudyard Kipling and
W. Somerset Maugham. (George Bernard Shaw rebuffed
requests for a tiny volume of his work). Farquhar, - A
Treasure ofRoyal Scandals, p.47. Penguin Books.

Sources
There are miniature books on sale in bookstores. Some of
them are volumes of warm and fuzzy advice about
anything from cats to transcendental meditation. My
main criticism of these is the thickness of the cover
boards, which gives them a clumsy feel in the hand.

Smaller books of dolls' house scale (l:12) are made by
some craftspeople interested in miniatures. Many of
those available for sale on the Intemet for filling the
bookshelves in dolls' houses merely consist of a piece of
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cardboard wrapped in a photo-reduced copy of the
original cover. Others are blank books.

Paper Minis have various sets for sale
(www.paperminis.com/cut-n-glue-kits/books l.htm). The
books range from 16mmx20.5mmx3mm to
l2mmxlTmmx3mm. I bought some of these and they are
well presented. The pages are made as accordion folded
books, the text block glued at the spine. This allows
much easier preparation of printed pages, avoiding the
problems of traditional imposition. My main problem
was trying to see what I was doing behind my fingers
when I assembled the books.

As mentioned, commercially published miniature books
are available, usually near the checkouts at bookshops.
This is actually a long tradition. Most l9th century
publishers produced small-scale almanacs, books of
facts, ready reckoners and so on. I acquired some books
from the Knickerbocker Little Leather Library that was
popular in the 1920's. The originals were actually leather
bound chapbooks. Later the publishers switched to
synthetic leatherette that has been deteriorating ever
since. Apparently the smell of the bindings w'as a
common experience as they deteriorated in the summer
heat. They were made as three to four link-stitched
sections, 7.5 cm X l0 cm, and simply glued into the
leatherette cover. The paper is still in good condition
except where it contacts the covers. Angus and
Robertson sold them in Sydney for 2 shillings, which
gave them a hefty mark up. In the USA, they were at one
time included in boxes of Whitman's' chocolates and
sold at Woolworths. As I mentioned it is also possible to
buy older books and refurbish or rebind more recent
printings.

Another alternative is for the binder to make miniature
books from basic materials. The smaller the book the
more difficult in some ways it is to make. This is due to
what I call a scale effect. To retain the proportions of
thickness ofbook cloth or leather to pages and boards it
is necessary that these all be much thinner that in a

standard size book, so the paper used must be thin, like
typing bond or bible paper. The other problem is that
smaller pieces of paper are relatively stiffer than larger
sheets that can flex. You can compare this to the
difference between a few' days' growth of bristles and a
well-grown beard. The hair is the same but the short hairs
are much stiffer. So a page that is 1.5 cm wide is much
harder to handle. This also leads to the tendency for
small books to stay open, the covers not lying flat.

Binding Solutions
In my attempts to overcome some of the problems I
discovered that it is helpful to make the sections in
multiple editions. By folding a sheet of ,{4 paper
vertically into an accordion, 4 long folios can be cut from
the sheet. By nesting these inside each other the sections
are formed, with the annoying result that the inner pages

are too wide. I solved this by making the first fold so that
one side is about 7-8 mm wider that the other. This cuts
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down on trimming later. I then glued long folios of end
papers made from dolls' house wallpaper to each side of
the section. The long section was then marked into eight
and each subsection was sewn with a pamphlet stitch.
This gave me something to hold as I worked and let me
see what I was doing. After cutting apart, the sections
could then be assembled by gluing the spines and lining
with mull. They could probably be sewn together
horizontally with a chain stitch across the spine, but I
have yet to try this. It is also easy to use japanese kozo
paper for the spine lining and hinges.

For siightly larger page sizes, I found that sewing onto
thick linen thread used as cords worked well and I have
been able to round the books. The spine can be lined with
fine mull or handkerchief muslin.

To separate the sections, I made a cutting clamp from a

metal mending plate, a piece of wood, bolts and wing
nuts. I later discovered that this could be used as a

plough press to trim fore edges. The blade is a modified
putty knife, cut at an angle with a bolt cutter and

sharpened, with the point rounded. The paper coasters
from a local club worked well as a back surface for the
trimming. A plough blade or modified wood chisel
would also work well.

Pressing is best done with a large fold back binder clip or
a small instant release clamp and thick cardboard 'press
boards'. I used plastic cut from a shopping bag as a

moisture barrier because it is very thin.

The Cover
I used 1mm board for the cover. You could also laminate
manilla folder card for a good result. To assist with the
hinge problem I made the hinge three board *idths
instead of two.

The cover was assembled like a bradel binding, by
molding Canson Mi-Teintes paper to form a bonnet then
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attaching the boards. Suitable cover materials include

paste paper made with typing bond and a little extra PVA
for strength, and skiver. Some of the thinner book cloths

Binding styles that work well are:

. Single section

o Accordion with glued spine

o Four page folios stacked together and glued on the

spine

. Sewn on cords

o Sewn double boards may be possible but I have not

tried this yet.

Sewing thread and needles should be fine. Polyester

sewing thread used double is satisfactory, as is very fine
waxed linen. Crewel needles in larger sizes are worth
trying.

are satisfactory, as are some Japanese papers. An
altemative is a quarter bound book with a leather spine.

Finishing
I stamped some of the books by making a cardboard well
or jig the size and thickness of the book. This was taped

to the sliding plate of the blocking press. I used a small

spiral ornament in the blocking press and once

everything was lined up I found it was easy. using a

longish strip of foil, to just drop the little books into the

well, lower the platen, block, remove the book, pop in the

next one, and push the foil along to an unused part. I
need to work on the finishing though!

Storage
I made a bookcase to scale for the books, covered with
marbled paper and use a pair of tweezers to handle them.
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The following article, relating details of a demonstration
given by John Mitchell the well-known English specialist
in gold tooling, is one of the more useful I have seen on
the subject of tooling using metallic foils. The article
appeared in the Autumn 1986 edilion of the Nerusletter of
the Society of Bookbinders and Book Restorers London
and South Region.

Mr Mitchell's use of cotton wool, vaseline and brickdust
to remove burring around the finished gold impression is
interesting. It seems to be common practice now to use
sellotape for this operation. Mr Mitchell's warning about
sellotape sometimes removing the surface of some
leathers is noted. (Editor).

Mr.Mitchell commenced by explaining that he was
apprenticed for six years as a Gold Finisher. In those
days gold foil was generally disliked because it lacked
the appearance and pernanency of gold leaf and, in
addition was unsuitable for use on some covering
materials. Initially, gold foil was only used in the mass
production ofthe cheaper publishers edition bindings.

Although gold foils were now much improved and
generally accepted, Mr.Mitchell said that he would still
encourage anyone leaming finishing to begin properly
and gain the essential skills by using gold leaf. Anyone
starting in this conventional way will become a much
better gold finisher even when using gold foils.

It is necessary to give a short history of the use of thin
layers of metal in the decoration of book covers before
explaining about the foils suitable for hand finishing.
Although gold leaf was used to decorate book covers as

long ago as the late fifteenth century the beating of gold
into leaf form was done by the Egyptians 3000 years
B.C. and used as a decoration medium on many objects,
producing a form of art which is still admired and in
good condition today.

The method of producing gold leaf today is virtually the
same method of beating used thousands of years ago,
with the exception of the use of modern machinery to aid
and speed up-the production. Gold leaf used in book-
cover decoration requires a heat activated adhesive
applied wet to the material, allowing it to dry before the

I
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gold leaf can be attached to the surface of the material in
readiness for tooling with a heated tool. This method of
tooling has been in existence for nearly five hundred
years with great success and beautiful results. Gold
finishing, using gold leaf is today unfortunately not very
often applied to book cover decoration w'ith the same

skill used in the past years. Lack oftraining and practice
are the main contributing reasons for this, but other
factors regarding economy and the introduction of
waterproof materials not conducive to gold finishing
must be taken into consideration.

It was with economy in mind that the use of a carrier to
support the gold leaf was first introduced about 1900.

This can be said to be the forerunner of a prototype
innovation to speed up the application ofthe gold leafto
the material. It was from this first conception of
temporarily attaching gold leaf to tissue paper by the use

of a wax layer that the first foils evolved. A further
development of this idea was to apply a layer of shellac
to the gold leaf alleviating the need to prepare the
material. This method continued to be used in this
country up to the Second World War. To further
economise, imitation gold leaf made from bronze
powder, supported by acetate paper was introduced.
Although very cheap to use it was found to tamish
through oxidation very quickly after use. Research
continued to progress along these lines and it was in 1933
that Whileys produced a real gold foil that was sold in
varying w'idths. The method of production was by
atomising a very thin layer of gold onto lengths of
prepared carrier film made from cellophane. The
thickness of metal was nineteen times thinner than gold
leaf (l/2500001h of an inch). A heat activated solvent
adhesive was applied to the back of the foilto enable the
gold to adhere to the material when heat pressure and

dwell time were applied to the foil in the form of a block
attached to the heated plate of a blocking machine. This
proved so suitable that by 1939 Whiley's real gold foil
had largely replaced the use of gold leaf for blocking.
Gold leaf finishing still continued on the miscellaneous
small run work and on fine binding work.

Research on similar lines was conducted on the use of
cheaper metals than gold. Aluminium in particular was
investigated because of its non-tarnishing property. This
proved to be very successful when the same technique of
atomising the metal onto a thin carrier of polyester film
in a vacuum chamber was used. Britain has led the field
in this research and production of imitation and gold
foils.

The Second World War increased the research of
atomising metal onto materials and although production
of foils was reduced to a minimum the research enhanced
the production of foils after the war.

It was not until approximately 1950 that aluminium foils
were produced in coloured forms. Metallic in
appearance, many different shades of gold colour were
produced in simulation to real gold. The Colours were
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obtained on top of the aluminium colour by coating the
carrier with a transparent dye before the aluminium was
subsequently atomised onto the carrier. Likewise
coloured dyes were also used in this way to produce red,
blue, green and other colours with a metallic appearance.
Gold foil improved in its performance but was only
successful for machine blocking, Its use for hand
finishing was not successful until about 1958, but even
then the ease of tooling was not forthcoming on most
materials until the late 1960's.

It is important to note that hand tooling using foil is not a
complete simulation of hand tooling using gold leaf or
indeed of blocking by machine. There is a tendency for
the impression to thicken up w'hen tooling by hand and
unless the temperature, pressure and dwell time are

correct for the type of material being worked on the
results will be poor. Temperature should be low; the foil
adhesive reacts at very low temperatures. Pressure varies
according to the hardness of the material, the softer the
material, the less pressure required. Dwell-time, the
amount of time the tool is in contact with the foil surface,
is short, simulating the action of a blocking machine. It is
important to note that grained materials do not react very
favourably to pressure through foil, it is therefore more
preferable to select smooth or closely woven materials
for binding,

The method of controlling the foil while tooling is either
by
(a) Attaching the foil to the material with sellotape,
stretching the foil tightly and marking the appropriate
position of the impression.
or by
(b) Holding a strip of foil in position at or on a
predetermined mark on the material. Each mark being an

exact position for the top of each line of type or for a

pallet line on the extreme sighting edge of the line/lines.

If it is required to tool a piece of skiver off the book, flat,
the skiver will need to be stretched and sellotaped to a
piece of chipboard and prepared by paste washing the
surface to act as a barrier for any vamish that may be

required as a sealant after tooling. In order to tool
accurately on the skiver, the foil must be sellotaped on
top of the skiver, drawing the foil tightly while applying
the sellotape to alleviate wrinkles. The exact position of
the lettering can then be marked on the foil in the centre.

After tooling it may be necessary to clean out any burring
that may have occurred around the lettering. By charging
a small piece of cotton wool with vaseline (petroleum
Jelly) and depositing a small amount of ground brickdust
onto the greased surface, as an abrasive, the excessive
gold burring can be removed by gently rubbing over the
surface ofthe leather. On no account should petrol or any
similar derivative be used to dissolve the vaseline. The
solvents will be similar to the solvent used in the
formation of the foil adhesive. A gold rubber, rubbed
over the surface will remove any surplus vaseline.
Similarly if a mistake has resulted w-hen tooling

Morocco Bound
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on a book, one of the petrol derivatives can be used to

dissolve the foil adhesive and subsequently remove from
the impression the metallic foil. Once the petrol has

evaporated the impression can be ironed flat with a hot
iron. Absorbent woven bookbinding cloths do not react

very favourably when tooling through foil by hand, these

types of cioth should only be used when machine

blocking is the method of decorating.

Mr Mitchell announced that he was going to demonstrate

the various ways of finishing with foil. From the wide
range available he had selected four different types of
book covering material; t'*'o of which were
comparatively easy to hnish and two which were more
difficult. Buckam was the first material to be discussed.
This was available in two qualities, the traditional
uncoated type and the one with the waterproof surface.
The uncoated buckam w'as ideally suited to conventional
finishing using glair and gold leaf but the coated variety
was almost impossible to finish. Shellac (synthetic) glair
was sometimes used but the results compare
unfavourably with egg glair. This was, therefore, one of
those materials on which the best results were obtained
with foil.

The second material was leathercloth, which is a w.oven

base material coated with nitro-cellulose. The surface
being impervious to water tended to rule out the use of
conventional methods of finishing and the best results
were likely to be obtained with foil.

The third material was a lightweight woven cloth This is
a particularly difficult material to finish using
conventional methods or foil. The normal method of
lettering open weave material is to use a lettering piece .

Foil can also be used to advantage for lettering initials on
leather diaries, wallets and briefcases. These are often
given a water-repellent coating, how'ever, providing the
correct type of foil is selected to match the material,
satisfactory and quick results could be obtained.

The first demonstration was the finishing of a lettering
piece in the flat. A piece of sheepskin skiver was
stretched and taped to a piece of chipboard and paste ,
washed. Whilst waiting for it to dry Mr. Mitchell
continued talking. There is little difference between the
price of real gold leaf and gold foil. Real gold foil is
normally used for machine blocking on quality work in
preference to aluminium tinted foils which sometimes
looked too brassy. Foil is normally never used on fine
bindings.

Continuing his demonstration Mr.Mitchell positioned the
foil over the surface of the lettering piece and held it in
place with two strips of sellotape attached to the board.
He said that he was going to use brass type in a
typeholder. The centre was marked with a pair of
dividers. The temperature required for finishing w'ith foil
is usually lower than that used for gold leaf and it was
important to understand the variables that exist between

pressure, dwell and temperature. The most difficult to

gauge is the temperature. The normal method of testing

for temperature is to lick the finger and touch the side of
the heated tool. If the tool is too hot the moisture will
boil and evaporate quickly. If the tool remains wet it is
not hot enough. If the spot of moisture gradually boils

away, it should be about right. The typeholder was then

positioned over the surface of the lettering piece and

impressed with a fair amount of pressure Too much
pressure may result in the'filling-in' of the image.

The second book to be tackled was a library styie bound

in buckam. The book was positioned spine uppermost in
a finishing press and the foil -held in place with the
fingers ofthe left hand. (Sellotape is not used because it
can strip the surface off some materials especially skiver)
The edge of the foil is used as a guide to the placing of
the tooling. A three-line title was accurately sighted and

lettered on the spine with no marking-up being used to
indicate the position of each line. This ability to sight and

tool w'ith precision was gained by repetitive practice as

an apprentice finisher that made 'marking-up'
unnecessary and saved valuable production time. The
typeholder was rolled across the spine for each line of
lettering. Very little pressure was used because the dwell
time was short to make the result as near perfect as

possible thereby reducing the need to clean up the
impression. To complete the finishing a two-line pallet
was applied at the head and tail of the spine.

The third book to be tackled was covered in an open-
w'eave buckam and was to be finished in the style of law
Reports with five one-line panels and two lettering
pieces. The lettering pieces were marked out with the
dividers, cut to size, edge pared and attached to the spine
of the book. After leffering the title, the year and volume
numbers were heavily impressed using the pigment of
carbon paper to give a dense black impression.

The last book was bound in full leathercloth, which, we
were told, was the best material to use for practising foil
finishing, as it is easy to obtain a good impression. The
foil was cut into narrow strips and a oneJine pallet was
tooled at the head and tail of the spine follow'ed by a
decorative pallet.

To conclude his demonstration, Mr Mitchell showed how
to letter initials on briefcases and diaries. The initials
could be tooled using a typeholder with printers ink to
produce a black impression. Foil was used to initial a
leather diary.

The finishing of the four books and diary was executed in
a remarkably short time. The unfamiliar surroundings,
poor lighting, inadequate working height and the need to
communicate with an audience had not combined to slow
Mr Mitchell's productive demonstration. As each book
was finished it was circulated among the audience for
inspection and comment. The quality of the impressions
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and accuracy were much admired.
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I was recently asked to repair a type catalogue,
specifically the 2nd edition, circa 1914, of the Alex
Cowan & Sons Ltd catalogue of their Stephenson, Blake
& Co Ltd (SB&C) agency. The book itself is unusual
and I will describe it later, but first let me tell you a little
of SB&C, who were the dominant English type founders.
For the information below I am indebted to assorted web
sites.

William Caslon (bom 1692) was a gunsmith and designer
of typefaces. In 1716 he started business in London as

an engraver of gun locks and barrels, and as a

bookbinder's tool cutter. Around 1720 he was induced to
set up a type foundry, the Caslon Foundry. He was the
first geat English type founder although not the
originator of the craft. The distinction and legibility of
his type brought him the patronage ofthe leading printers
of the day from England and the continent, and the
Caslon Foundry became the leading English type foundry
of the I Sth and early I 9th centuries.

After his death in his son (William II) took over the
Caslon Foundry business, and it passed on down the
family for generations until it w'as sold (see later) in
1937. However William III opted out and bought out
another rype foundry that had been started by an ex-
Caslon apprentice and renamed it Caslon & Son.

In July l8l8 toolmaker John Stephenson and
silversmith/mechanic William Garnett, funded by James

Blake, established a type foundry in Sheffield. In
November they fornritously leamt that William Caslon
IV was interested in selling the breakaway firm (Caslon
& Son) and they acquired it. William Gamett left the
business in 1829 to become a farmer and soon after that
the name Blake & Stephenson was used, becoming
Stephenson, Blake & Co in 1841. BS&C became one of
the most prestigious type founders in England, and
progressively took over several other type foundries -
Fann Street Foundry (1906), Fry's Type Street Letter
Foundry, H.W. Caslon & Sons (1937 - the renamed
original Caslon Foundry) and Miller & Richard (1952).

One page in the book mentions that they had become so

busy (1914) with wooden cabinets (now a collectors'
item!) that they had to expand the works.

The Sheffield foundry was still producing some type in
zinc in the early 2000's, but by 2005 the company was

wound up, ending a 187 year old business. In recent
years the matrices and other typographic equipment, now
of little commercial value (but of great historical value),
were passed to their main, and technologically more up

to date, competitor Monotype Corporation and now form
a key part of the Type Museum in London.

The firm name Caslon was not yet lost forever. In 1998,

Justin Howes re-established the Caslon foundry, under

the name H. W. Caslon & Company Limited, but its
activities ceased on his death in 2005.

Now about the book. It seems that SB&C produced
different catalogues for different countries / agents, but
used a standard set of pages, including just those that
were pertinent. As a result the Australian catalogue (and
it appears that Alex Cowan & Sons Ltd were agents for
Australia and New Zealand) would be different from the
Indian, Canadian, etc catalogues, but p147 for example
would be the same in whichever catalogue it appeared.

Of course the pagination was unusual. Firstly there were
already A, B, etc pages, e.g. 216,216A, 216B,216C,
2l6D,2l'7. Then page 308 was followed by page 321;
actually 321 and 322 are unnumbered but they are the
title pages to the following material. Clearly pages 309
to 320 were never included in the Australian catalogue.
This meant that in breaking down and repairing /
reinforcing sections I had to be very careful to maintain
the sequence and put in markers where it had previously
been sewn so that I would replicate that sewing.

Another consequence of the omissions, but maybe in the
whole development of the basic material, is that the
sections are in no way regular. There were a few
sections comprising two folded and nested sheets, but
almost as many sections were two folded sheets tipped
together, with only one of them sewn. All such single
sheets I had to reinforce, on the inside so as not to affect
the red foredge more than necessary and to give better
support to the tissue used. Other sections comprised
anything up to 7 folded sheets, one pair nested and sewn
and the rest just folded and tipped on. It seemed odd,
but it held together quite well after more than usual
attention to rubbing in the glue on the spine to ensure
good adhesion to the odd pages.

The information in the book itself is fascinating. It is
hard to believe that so many different fonts, never mind
the huge array of omaments initials, borders, ornaments
and the like, were produced (and stocked!). In a way it is
sad to see such an industry disappear, but such is the
price ofprogress.

Michael Mathew

REPAIRING A TYPE CATALOGUE
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The hinge or joint of a book - i.e. the inside and outside

respectively of the junction between the spine and the

board, is one of those eternal 'problems' for binders. So

many things can go wrong in this area, leading to a book
that doesn't open easily.

Shoulders are formed on a book when the sewn

bookblock is put in a backing press and the sections

hammered so that at least the outside few are shaped to

near a 90o to make space for the cover boards. Ifthe book
has also been rounded (i.e. the spine has a curved profile
when viewed from the head and tail) then all sections,
apart from the middle one or tw'o, will be successively
angled outwards.

In the case of cloth cased books, the shoulders should
generally sit a little higher than the boards as they lie flat.
The reason for this is to give the cloth more room to fold.
This may not make much sense at first glance, but if one

looks at such a book the high shoulders provide a greater

area of cloth at the joint, which is where the cloth must
flex when the cover is opened.

Bookcloth folding tightly against itself will crack and
weaken over time. This effect is obvious on books with
'Pin Head Joints', common on cheap editions of bibles,
where there is no shoulder and the joint is almost right up
against the spine edge. Early deterioration of the joint is
common with this style.

This space requirement is not so much of an issue with
leather, and books bound (or cased) in this material
generally have the joints level in profile with the boards.

Case bindings of sewn sections where no backing is
carried out, or of single sheets, where no rounding and
backing can be performed (i,e. there will be no natural
shoulders) are sometimes given a flat back. In this case
the strip of light board or manilla that forms the hollow
between the spine of the book and the bookcloth at the
spine is replaced by a piece of board cut wide enough to
give the appearance of shoulders on the covered book.
The width should be minimally more than the width of

the spine, so that when the cloth is folded around the

edges the shoulders will be level with the boards. There

is no need to have shoulders higher than the level of the

boards as a groove will be formed to assist the boards to

open freely.

It is important in this style that the boards are made

shorter than usual, with a groove setting the boards out

from the backstrip or false shoulder. This groove allows
the board to open freely and not press against the

backstrip. The backstrip will of course not be glued to the

back of the spine, but will move outwards a little when
the book is opened.

The use of a joint higher than the cover would appear to
offer some of the advantages of the groove proper, while
keeping the structure relatively strong. I personally find
the appearance of grooves rather unappealing and

clumsy, but this is a personal view, and I admit they do

assist the boards to open freely. If we look at the

structure of the groove, the board is detached from the
spine and the two do not therefore support each other.
This would appear to weaken the overall structure,
although the effect may be minimal in a small book.

A Harrison Groove can be used in case bindings. Here,
the board is laminated, with the bottom part up against
the hinge, and supporting it, and the upper part set back
from the hinge and forming a groove and allowing the
book to open freely.

An understanding of the mechanics of the hinge and joint
can assist is obtaining a good result. It can be interesting
to examine cloth bound books on one's own bookshelf,
see which books have split at the joint and if there is any
correlation between joint and hinge style and the amount
ofwear.

John Turner

L JOINTS AND GROOVES I
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ABC for Book Collectors is a book I should have found
25 years ago (even longer as it was first published in
1952), not that I was looking for it but because it is such
is interesting glossary of terms and provided an insight
into the world ofantiquarian book dealers and collectors.
The author was John Carter, and the publisher was
Rupert Hart-Davis Ltd. My copy is the 6th edn (1980),
with corrections and additions by Nicolas Barker, now
published by Granada.

Whilst the book has definitions of binding terms and
deals with the various leathers used, its main thrust is to
deal with what collectors find important - exactly what
defines a first edition, a misprint, etc. The flyleaf
(defined as the free end paper) is so labelled and has an
errarum slip on it (so defined) and head, fore-edge, tail
and hinge on the four sides. Elsewhere in the book some
other terms are similarly demonstrated, which visual
depictions are always better than words alone. In this
aspect it is a very useful reference.

I personally found much of the contents akin to erudite
nonsense - like an almost scholastic dissertation on the
infinite 'variations' collected by some stamp collectors as

though they were intentional rather than little more than
nafural developments in production (which can rarely be

perfect). It amazes me that people prize such minor
errors, but I recognise that many people have spent a lot
of money acquiring first editions, the text of which is

rarely different from the 9th edition, and if that is what
they find exciting then they are welcome to it. For me a

book is about the contents and the binding is what holds

it together, so I'm not real strong on minor differences in
bindings. But for others I know the binding is what it is
all about and the contents are often quite secondary.

People who share these views more than mine will be

even more rewarded than I have been with this book.

Michael Mathan

It was not unusual in the past for the constitutions and
other works held by masonic lodges to be presertted in
bindings having a profusion of gold decoration depicting
masonic symbolism. Often the individual tools were
applied without too much concern for artistic order and
the following example illustrates this to somewhat
extreme ffict. The article and illustration appeared in
'The Book Collector', LYinter 1972.

John Entick's revision of James Anderson's
Constitutions of the Free and Accepted Masons is not
infrequently found in an elaborate binding, presumably
because it was part of the equipment of a well-appointed
masonic lodge. The example shown (from an

unidentified bindery) is bound in blue morocco. This
binding covers the 1767 edition of the Constitutions,
printed for Brother W. Johnstone in London. There is at
least one other copy of this edition in the Grand Lodge
Library at Freemasons' Hall decorated with the same

masonic tools, but they are distributed round the border
in a more orthodox manner and the plethora of bees is
lacking.

There is also at Freemasons' Hall an item in the
Treasurer's accounts for 1768 reading: Robt Black's Bill
for Bindg Books f,5-11Is.

This could possibly refer to two very similar copies of
the 1767 Constitutions which are handsomely bound in
gold+ooled red morocco with doublures, but without any

masonic tools. One of these (unsigned) was no. 131 in
Robert Hoe's 176 Bindings and is now in the Huntington
Library.

The other, with the fine engraved ticket of 'Robert Black,
book-binder and book-seller in George Yard, Great
Tower Hill, London, was illustrated as no. 19 in the Moss
sale at Sotheby's (2 March 1937).

The best-known London binder of masonic books in the
late 1Sth and early l9th centuries was John Loveday. His
w'ork was studied by G. D. Hobson in English Bindings
in the Library of J. R. Abbey (p. 1a6) and his not very
edifying career may be followed in Ellic Howe's The
London Bookbinders, I 780- I 806.
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